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Alarm monitoring makes a difference.
Surveillance is not a monitored Video Intrusion
Alarm. CCTV and DVRs (whether on-site or
the newer DVRs in the cloud) provide remote
viewing and document what has happened –
but their primary use isn’t catching burglars.
Effective alarm systems are monitored to deliver
police response; and that is just as true today
as it was a hundred years ago. Historically,
there has been a very strong link between
the insurance industry and monitored alarms.
Insurers in the US created the alarm industry
back in 1900 when someone installed a wire on
the door of a problem bank in Boston and ran it
back to a telegraph office with 24x7 personnel
to keep an eye on it. Burglars tripped the wire,
the telegraph s alerted the police – who caught
the crooks in the act. Monitored alarms reduce
claims and insurance losses. Underwriters
soon mandated monitored alarms for all
their high value clients and the installers and
telegraph offices formed the nascent industry,
one of the early companies being American
District Telegraph, better known as ADT.
This insurance/alarm partnership grew and
insurance companies in the US developed UL
alarm standards to define an effective monitored
alarm.
Insurers mandated that their clients
provide them with an alarm certificate before
they would insure the property. The certificate
proved that the alarm was both installed and
monitored according to the UL standards. At
that time, certificated alarms made arrests and
false alarms hadn’t eroded police response.
Unfortunately, the UL standards have become
antiquated; evidence of the decaying relationship
between insurers and monitored alarms.
Certificated systems no longer reflect “best
practices” and they no longer deliver arrests. For
police, not just in the US but in many countries
around the world, certificated systems are just
another possible false alarm. Underwriters now
disregard certificates because the standards
are obsolete; ignoring major innovations like
video, wireless sensors or a cell phone interface.
Instead, underwriters in the US are embracing
new video alarm technologies and priority
response policies that have increased the arrest
rates for burglar alarms over a thousand fold.

The stock market crash killed the “investment
income” business model driving insurance
profits. Underwriters are now forced to make
money the old fashioned way, reducing claims
and losses – and they need partners. The good
news is that this means “improved security
and arrests” can now translate to “reduced
insurance premiums” and even access to
insurance coverage that has previously been
impossible to obtain. Monitored video alarm
systems have replaced certificated alarms in
the insurance industry. Property owners and
security directors have a new tool to save money
and increase the bottom line for their company
and respond to their own budgetary pressures.
Video alarm systems are making arrests and
changing the business model for property/
casualty underwriting; insurance companies
have a financial gun to their heads and they need
to change or face the consequences.
Video Intrusion Alarms
Video intrusion alarms were developed to
verify alarms as actual crimes-in-progress for
immediate police response. The tsunami of false
alarms from traditional systems means police no
longer respond in many areas of not just the
US but other countries as well. In America,
Detroit and San Jose announced at the end of
2011 that their police would no longer respond
to a traditional alarm system – they would only
respond to verified alarms; they see video as the
answer. Even in areas where police do respond,
they view traditional alarms as a nuisance call
as the vast majority of alarm activations are
not the result of actual crimes. Video alarms
are different – a virtual eyewitness to a crime.
Video verification delivers a video clip of what
caused the alarm to the monitoring station for
immediate review and dispatch. The goal is
to catch criminals in the act, and it works. A
recent case study on their success appeared in
the March 2012 issue of Police Chief Magazine,
“Arresting Results: How One District Achieved
a 70 Percent Closure Rate with Video Alarms.”
The story describes how budget strapped Detroit
protected 30 school buildings with wireless
video intrusion alarms for the cost of a single
surveillance system. The story goes on to tell

how MotionViewers sent the video clips to the
monitoring station for immediate review – and
Detroit police arrested over 100 people for an
amazing 70% arrest rate. They saved millions
of dollars in insurance losses from vandalism
and theft. The two largest police forces in the
country, Los Angeles Police Dept. and the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Dept., both provide priority
response to video verified alarm as part of a
national trend. In February 2012, the Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Dept. announced to an alarm industry
meeting at the Los Angeles Police Academy
that their 911 dispatch center had implemented
priority response to video alarms; encouraging
the industry to upgrade their customers for
improved service. Lt. John Cannon shared that
initial results for the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Dept.
showed a 19% arrest rate for video alarms. In
contrast, traditional alarm systems have one or
two arrests for every 10,000 alarms according
to most studies. A survey of both police and
sheriffs completed in the summer of 2011
showed that 97% of law enforcement support
priority response to video verified alarms. These
are monitored alarms with human operators
that review the video clip and dispatch law
enforcement. While false alarms may be an issue
for law enforcement, arrest rates drive insurers.
Insurance companies see little value in an alarm
system that makes an arrest every 10,000 alarms.
For an underwriter, a single arrest can prevent an
additional 50 burglaries by professional thieves
– saving insurance companies the direct costs
of the claims as well as all the indirect costs
associated with processing these claims. This
has the insurance industry’s attention.
Insurance Discounts
Technologies delivering arrests together with
insurance companies driven to reduce claims:
a perfect environment to rebuild the partnership
that started the monitored alarm industry
over 100 years ago. In the US, it is actually
happening. Sterling Grant & Associates offer
commercial customers up to a 30% discount
on their insurance rates if they install video
monitored intrusion alarms in conjunction
with the Sterling Crime Free Program. It works
because verification/arrests actually reduce
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claims and losses. Sterling Grant has pioneered
Sterling Crime Free; a comprehensive risk
reduction program that includes video monitored
alarms. This program provides an on-site risk
assessment survey, an individualized safety and
security plan, training for employees and tenants
and an expert witness program in the event of
claims. The results are reduced criminal activity,
reduce premises liability, and decreased claims
severity. Police Chief Kevin Kotsur credits the
Sterling Crime Free Program for a 13% crime
reduction in Avondale, Arizona.
Working closely with the security integrators,
Sterling Grant specifies video alarm systems that
provide adequate protection to mitigate risk –
from the perspective of the insurer. While this
may seem like “common sense,” the fact is that
for decades there has been very little interaction
between alarm companies and insurers. For
the last 40 years loss prevention has not been
the major driver in the insurance market; they
didn’t care. In addition, the technology solutions
from the alarm industry were old fashioned and
tended towards false alarms. The antiquated
UL standard used for certificated systems still
describes the “best practices” of forty years
ago. As an example, a jewelry store in Detroit
could install an expensive certificated system but
police would not respond to their alarm because
it didn’t provide video verification. The reality is
that good security people make a “unilateral best
guess” to design and sell a good system – but
insurers have not been at the table educating
the alarm industry where their greatest risk and
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losses were. Sterling has taken the initiative
to partner with security companies to better
understand and address the areas of risk –
and their customers are rewarded with lower
insurance rates.
This program has significant benefits
beyond simply discounts. There are some
types of insurance coverage that simply cannot
be obtained – that this partnership makes
possible. One example is copper theft, a crime
that continues to make the news headlines.
Because recovery is impossible with copper
theft claims, the insurers are now inserting a
“precious metals exclusion” into their contracts
that excludes copper theft claims. “Recovery”
is the word insurers use to describe when they
recover stolen goods to offset a claim. The
problem is that the theft of $800 of copper
may result in a $79,000 claim due to the cost
of repairing the walls, wiring, plumbing, etc. It
is simply impossible to mitigate the loss from
copper theft through “recovery.” The only real
solution is catching the crooks in the act – this
is why priority response and arrests are so
crucial to underwriters. Now Sterling Grant is
able to offer policies that remove the precious
metal exclusion and underwrite copper theft.
The result is not a discount, but a slightly more
expensive policy that actually provides the
coverage that is needed.
In its initial phase, this insurance program
is targeting commercial property owners and
building managers found in organizations like
BOMA (Building Owners and Managers Assn.).

Many of these properties are already equipped
with CCTV cameras and surveillance systems
used to record and document events, but
this doesn’t give them discounts. Insurance
underwriters looking to reduce claims and
mitigate risk are embracing monitored video
alarms and encouraging their policy holders
to upgrade their alarm systems for priority
response. Sterling Grant is building on this
trend to deliver both greater security and lower
insurance premiums to their customers using
video monitored alarms.
Keith Jentoft is the Partnership Liaison of
the nonprofit PPVAR (Partnership for Priority
Video Alarm Response) – a public/private
partnership founded to link the alarm industry
with the other stakeholders in property crime,
especially the insurance industry. Jentoft is
active in the National Sheriffs Association
and the International Association of Chiefs of
Police and a featured speaker at many of the
state and local police chiefs conferences
The PPVAR brings together all the
stakeholders in property crime with board
members from the IACP (Intl Association
of Police Chiefs), NSA (National Sheriffs
Association), the NICB (National Insurance
Crime Bureau) representing 1,100 property/
casualty insurers and most of the largest
alarm companies including Protection1,
Diebold and Stanley. The PPVAR project
is delivering arrest rates of over 50% and
reducing insurance losses.

